
Our growing company is looking for a team leader processing. Please review the
list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for team leader processing

Provide accurate production and quality output updates to various support
functions
Organize teams for verification and reporting of inventory cycle accuracy
Utilize experience and judgment to plan and accomplish daily/weekly goals
Drive continuous improvement efforts within the assigned department area
Must be able to identify complex problems and review related information to
develop and evaluate options and implement solutions
Must be able to independently troubleshoot to determine causes of
operating errors and deciding what to do about it
Must be responsible for the day to day tasks associated with overseeing a
small manufacturing business unit such as priority scheduling, labor tracking,
training, and order fulfillment
Must be able to monitor and assess performance of yourself or other
individuals to make improvements or take corrective action
Must be able to train others on standard procedures and work tasks
Additional duties as assigned by Manufacturing Manager

Qualifications for team leader processing

The job holder will be required to have or acquire an in depth knowledge of
all processes operated by the Hub and a detailed knowledge of the service
provided to each location in order that all deliverables and risks are managed
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Graduate with Minimum 2 to 4 years — Financial Operations Processing
experience, with a Strong team management experience in similar
environment
Take care of requirements gathering, analyzing them, getting that signed off
Demonstrated competency in 5 functional work areas (Central Weigh,
Haircolor, AP/DEO, Cream & Lotion, FRYMA, EKATO, Lip, Classical) and
demonstrated competency in 3 Central Weigh activities
(scanning/kitting/auditing batches, matl handling, full container, table weigh,
tank truck unloading, dye weighing)
Excellent documentation practices and understanding of GMP’s
Enthusiasm and willingness to train processors at all levels


